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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing an application that includes a class named
Warehouse. The Warehouse class includes a static property named
Inventory- The Warehouse class is defined by the following code
segment. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)
You have the following requirements:
* Initialize the _inventory field to an Inventory instance.
* Initialize the _inventory field only once.
* Ensure that the application code acquires a lock only when
the _inventory object must be instantiated.

You need to meet the requirements.
Which three code segments should you insert in sequence at line
09? (To answer, move the appropriate code segments from the
list of code segments to the answer area and arrange them in
the correct order.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
After taking a lock you must check once again the _inventory
field to be sure that other threads didn't instantiated it in
the meantime.
First, you check if the inventory is null, if so, you lock it
to avoid other threads to change it.
Second, you check again for the null, as in the tiny
millisecond between check for null and locking could another
thread get it.
Finally you create the instance and release the lock.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer needs to determine the optimal distribution strategy
for the ORDERS fact table in its Redshift schema. The ORDERS
table has foreign key relationships with multiple dimension
tables in this schema.
How should the company determine the most appropriate
distribution key for the ORDRES table?
A. Identity the largest and most frequently joined dimension
table and ensure that it and the ORDERS table both have EVEN
distribution
B. Identify the target dimension table and designate the key of
this dimension table as the distribution key of the ORDERS
table
C. Identify the largest and most frequently joined dimension
table and designate the key of this dimension table as the
distribution key for the orders table
D. Identity the smallest dimension table and designate the key
of this dimension table as the distribution key of ORDERS table
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
With fail2ban what is a 'jail'?
A. A netfilter rules chain blocking offending IP addresses for
a particular service.
B. A filter definition and a set of one or more actions to take
when the filter is matched.
C. The chroot environment in which fail2ban runs.
D. A group of services on the server which should be monitored

for similar attack patterns in the log files.
Answer: B
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